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Even though subjects demonstrated excellent topological knowledge of the maze and the objects within, they were really bad at the novel shortcuts when the maze was removed! Subjects appear to 'ballpark' the target distance/direction and walk without corrections, consistent with studies of path integration.
The comparison of specific route pairs support the the encoding-error model of pathway integration.
This suggests that even when path angles and distances are visually available in training, a topological graph (and not a metric map) appears to be the primary geometry available for human navigation (see also Wang & Spelke, 2002) .
It should be noted that even 'simpler' topological knowledge (such as boundary relationships) can be powerful tools for improving way finding (Kuipers et al., 2003 The maze is removed as subjects attempt to walk a direct path between two object locations
IV. Post-Tests
Participants drew a map of the maze and filled out a strategy report.
Kaiser HMD (80 deg FOV)
Head position/orientation updated at 60 Hz
In contrast to simpler models, the encoding-error model of pathway integration describes how an individual can store the overall metric dimensions of a route instead of just a homing vector (Fujita et al., 1993) .This model predicts that errors should increase as metric distance and angles turned increase.
In contrast, it has been shown that perceived distance is systematically overestimated as number of intersections increases (Sadalla &Staplin, 1980) .
To investigate this further we compare performance on a pair of shortcuts that have the same metric distances, but differ in number of intersections, and their complementary pair (equal ordinal structure, different metric distances).
While the extreme shortcuts (1 & 5) followed the correct trend (r = .74) for shortcut length (p<0.01), overall subjects were equally inaccurate in final position (p>0.05), missing the target by an average of 215 cm. Subjects walked between pairs of objects along specific routes (randomly ordered) used in the following shortcut testing.
Subjects visited all object locations twice in the maze (22 trials)
Subjects that made more than 2 errors were excluded from further testing (2 subjects) 10 subjects were able to consistently and accurately (no errors) travel these five routes, demonstrating they possessed a good topological knowledge of the hedge maze
Trained Routes Sample maps drawn by successful subjects
Participants walk from Home to start. The maze/objects are removed, and the subject walks the most direct path to the target location.
The subject is returned to Home without walking (via wheelchair).
10 subjects walk 5 shortcuts 5 times each Here we compare performance on two shortcuts that have equal metric route distances (1629.40 cm), angles turned (405 deg),and shortcuts (212.08 cm) but differ in the number of intersections along the route.
PREDICTION: if ordinal structure systematically affects perceived distance, more accurate shortcut performance should be observed in the route with fewer intersections.
RESULTS: While subjects were significantly more accurate in determining the correct angle to the target in the shortcut with fewer intersections (p < 0.05), no significant differences were seen with respect to walked distance or final position (p < 0.05)
Here we compare performance on two shortcuts that both have only one intersection along the route path, but differ in metric distance PREDICTION: if increased metric distances systematically increase errors, more accurate performance should be observed in the closer shortcut RESULTS:With the exception of path length, no significant differences were seen across means or SD's (p > 0.05) between these two paths HOWEVER, the shortcut 1 with the longest metric distance of all was significantly worse in all dependent variables, consistent with the pathway integration model (p < 0.05) 
